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Microsoft Surface GFV-00002 stylus pen accessory Black 3 pc(s)

Brand : Microsoft Product family: Surface Product code: GFV-00002

Product name : GFV-00002

Surface Pen Tips (3 tips: 2H, HB, B)

Microsoft Surface GFV-00002 stylus pen accessory Black 3 pc(s):

Choose from one of three pen tips with the right feel for you. Stay with the medium tip to get the feel of
a pencil or swap it with a low-friction tip similar to a fine-point pen. Compatible with Surface Pen.
Microsoft Surface GFV-00002. Product colour: Black, Compatibility: Surface Pen. Quantity per pack: 3
pc(s), Package type: Blister

Features

Product colour * Black
Compatibility Surface Pen

Packaging data

Package type Blister
Quantity per pack * 3 pc(s)
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